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'STATE:', 'PRODUCT:',
'PRICE'], 'county': ['Adams',
'Appleton', 'Bartholomew',

'Bingham', 'Broome'], 'state':
['NEW YORK', 'WISCONSIN',
'MINNESOTA', 'SOUTHERN

MICHIGAN', 'CALIFORNIA'],
'product': ['CERAMIC TILES',

'PRODUCT B', 'LATEX
TOWELS'], 'price': ['$17.99',

'$1.50', '$29.99'], 'city':
['BOSTON', 'LEWISBURG',

'MACKINAW CITY'],
'customer': [{'CUSTOMER 1',
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'CITY:', 'COUNTY:', 'STATE:',
'PRODUCT:', 'PRICE:',

'CUSTOMER_ID'},
{'CUSTOMER 2', 'CITY:',

'COUNTY:', 'STATE:',
'PRODUCT:', 'PRICE:',

'CUSTOMER_ID'},
{'CUSTOMER 3', 'CITY:',

'COUNTY:', 'STATE:',
'PRODUCT:', 'PRICE:',

'CUSTOMER_ID'},
{'CUSTOMER 4', 'CITY:',

'COUNTY:', 'STATE:',
'PRODUCT:', 'PRICE:',
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'CUSTOMER_ID'}] } I'd like to
be able to edit the values inside
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